Final OMS Pricing Work Group Draft - OMS Comments on MISO Transmission Cost
Allocation Filing:
Attached is the final draft of OMS Comments that came out of the Pricing Working Group concerning
MISO’s October 7 transmission cost allocation filing.
•

We are circulating the clean version of this draft to the OMS Board members.

•

Also, because footnote 5 in the draft refers to MISO’s MTEP 05, the work group wanted the
Board members to be provided with the following link to that document,
http://www.midwestiso.org/plan_inter/expansion.shtml

•

Although we are sending this document at this time, we anticipate additional amendments to
be received in the OMS office at any time. We will forward any amendments as soon as they
are received. (But we wanted directors to have as much time as possible with the comments
before Thursday’s vote.)

OMS Special BOD Mtg Oct 27 - Amendment 1 - Cost Allocation filing OMS comments no MTEP
arbitration
Attached is one of the amendments to consider for the OMS BOD meeting Thursday. It is technical
comments from Indiana and Montana regarding the cost allocation tariff. Candace Beery of the Montana
Commission asked that we forward the attached document to you along with the following explanation:

Dear OMS Board Members and interested staff:
The Pricing WG met Tuesday to discuss draft comments on the Cost Allocation tariff MISO filed at FERC on
October 7th. After a lengthy stakeholder process, the MISO RECB task force filed the compromise on
transmission and generation interconnection cost sharing.
The Pricing Work Group had diverse opinions regarding comments. The attached proposal is one of three for
your consideration. In the effort to abide by the RECB Task Force’s compromise and to not delay cost
allocation any longer, this proposal will simply file technical comments as to consistency and intention. It
eliminates any suggestion to FERC to mediate or arbitrate the difference of opinion between MISO and some
parties on whether MTEP-05 has captured all of the baseline reliability projects that will occur within the fiveyear planning horizon.
This technical proposal is one of three that will be discussed on Thursday at the OMS BOD special meeting.
Thank your for your consideration.
OMS Special BOD Mtg Oct 27 - Amendment 2 – Wisconsin’s proposed changes to the draft
comments
Attached is a document for the OMS Board's consideration that reflects Wisconsin's proposed changes to
the draft comments submitted by the OMS Pricing Working Group.
David Sapper of the Wisconsin staff adds this additional explanation:
Please note that the alternative rule for eligibility for cost sharing contained in the attached document is consistent in spirit
with the alternative that Chairperson Ebert distributed last Friday. Given the discussion at the last Pricing Working Group
meeting, however, it became clear that the wording of the alternative that Chairperson Ebert distributed last Friday
required refinement. The current version is based on Mike Proctor's suggested alternative wording of Chairperson Ebert's
proposal. (Thanks, Mike.) Please let us know if you think further clarification is necessary.

